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1.0. Introduction
Applicant’s Response to An Bord Pleanála Pre-Application Consultation Opinion Reg.: ABP-312089-21
1.1. Pre-application consultation with An Bord Pleanála in relation to the proposed development, under
Section 5 of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016 took place on 25th
February 2022 online via Microsoft Teams, due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
1.2. The Board’s Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion, under Ref. ABP-312089-21, was issued on
15th March 2022, and is referred to hereafter as “the Opinion”. The Opinion states that An Bord Pleanála: “is
of the opinion that the documents submitted with the request to enter into consultations require further
consideration and amendment to constitute a reasonable basis for an application for strategic housing
development.”
In relation to same, the Opinion identifies 2 no. issues which need to be addressed in the documents submitted
with the Strategic Housing Development (hereafter ‘SHD’) application that could result in them constituting a
reasonable basis for an application for SHD. These issues are as follows:
1. Design Strategy
2. Permeability & Connectivity
1.3. The Opinion identifies eleven items of additional specific information that are to be submitted with any
application for permission. Documentation has been prepared and/or updated in response to this request to
ensure that the Board will have all of the information it requires to come to a reasoned decision on the proposed
development. A summary of the responses provided to each of these specific points is set out in Section 2 of
this statement, with reference to accompanying application documentation.
1.4. The final proposals and application documentation, now put forward for permission, have had regard to
the points of discussion and issues raised during the course of the tripartite SHD pre-application meeting held
on 25th February 2022, and meetings pursuant to Section 247 of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as
amended), undertaken with the Planning Authority prior to the tripartite meeting with both An Bord Pleanála
and the Planning Authority.
1.5. This Statement will refer to other documentation which forms part of the final SHD application pack and
will direct the reader to the relevant information within the application documentation, which demonstrates that
the issues raised during the course of pre-application consultation have been fully and satisfactorily dealt with
prior to the submission of this final Strategic Housing Development Application.
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2.0

Response to An Bord Pleanála Opinion

2.1

Issues to be Addressed

2.1 The Opinion following the pre-application stage for the proposed development sets out 3 no. issues
which need to be addressed in the documents submitted with the SHD application. An Bord Pleanála (hereafter
“the Board”) consider that these issues need to be addressed in the final documentation submitted to the Board
in order to ensure that the proposed development and supporting documentation would constitute a reasonable
basis for an application for strategic housing development. These issues are as follows:



Design Strategy
Permeability & Connectivity

Each of these. issues raised within the Opinion are set out below, and a response is provided thereto, referring
to other documentation or sections within documents which provide a more detailed or technical response
where relevant.
2.1.1 Design Strategy
Further consideration and/or justification of the documents as they relate to the design approach of the
proposed development and the need for a high quality, strong urban edge which integrates effectively along
the R394. The further consideration/ justification should address the matters of the configuration, the layout
and the architectural approach at the roundabout with particular emphasis on the appropriate elevational
treatment of any buildings, boundary treatment and provision of high-quality public realm. Particular regard
should be had 12 criteria set out in the Urban Design Manual which accompanies the Guidelines for Planning
Authorities on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas (May 2009) and the requirement for good
design and the inclusion of a sense of place. Further consideration of these issues may require an amendment
to the documents and/or design proposals submitted.
Response: Fig. 2 overleaf illustrates the site layout plan submitted to An Bord Pleanála for pre-application
consultation whereby 2 no. 4-5 storey apartment buildings were proposed at the northern end of the site, facing
onto the R394. In that layout, the southern part of the site, at the entrance to the development and addressing
the R394 was characterised by the crèche and two storey housing. Fig. 3 overleaf represents the current
layout being put forward for permission, having been revised to take into account the discussions held at the
tri-partite meeting and the details set out in the Opinion. The proposed development now includes a 4 storey
apartment building to the front of the site addressing the R394, thus creating a strong urban edge / streetscape
in this highly visible location – refer to Fig. 1 overleaf.
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Fig. 1 – CGI of proposed 4 storey building at the entrance to the scheme that directly addresses the R394

Fig. 2 – Site Layout Plan submitted to An Bord Pleanála for pre-application consultation under Ref. ABP-312089-21
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At pre-application stage, based upon feedback initially received from the Planning Authority as part of Section
247 pre-planning consultation, the creche, in a stand alone single storey building was proposed at the entrance
to the development facing the R394, with 2 no. 4-5 storey buildings accommodating apartments proposed to
be located at the northern end of the site. However, based upon discussions at the tri-partite meeting and the
information set out on the Opinion, the site layout plan has since been revised (refer to the submitted site layout
plan drawing no. P-003 and Fig.3 overleaf).
The development now being put forward for permission proposes the construction of a 4 storey building at the
front / south-eastern corner of the application site. This building creates definition, announces the entrance to
the scheme and provides for a strong urban street frontage directly facing both the R394 and Rathgowan Park.
As outlined in the accompanying Planning Statement, Architectural Design Rationale, Statement of
Consistency and Material Contravention Statement, the proposed building is appropriate in terms of height,
materiality and density at this location and the construction of same is justified given the locational context of
the site (we refer to the reader to the aforementioned documents that accompany this SHD planning
application).
The design of the proposed 4 storey apartment building adjacent to the R394, the roundabout and at the
entrance to the site, accommodates three floors of apartments over a creche at ground floor (with 1 no.
apartment located at ground floor and 18 no. apartments at upper levels). Combining these two elements
allows for a massing that acts as a marker building at the site entrance for the scheme, visible from the R394
and the locality. The inclusion of the crèche also addresses the existing educational uses across the
roundabout where the Mullingar Educate Together School is located.
The massing and materiality of this building form a stronger urban edge along the R394, while still providing a
small green buffer between the creche and the public footpath. The proposed landscaping along this footpath
is a low wall with a railing which separates the footpath from the green area. The creche play area is then
separately contained with a tall 'planted' fence, with some elements of planting to form a green edge and
provide some further elements of screening. (Please also refer to the landscape architect’s drawings for all
landscaping details and to Section 2.9 Urban Design Criteria Assessment contained in the submitted
Architectural Design Rationale).
The proposed development needs to appropriately address existing housing at Rathgowan Wood and the
R394, provide an efficient form and scale of development appropriate to the site’s locational context, and
adhere to best practice urban design principles. To that end, and in consideration of inter alia (i) the
configuration of the site itself, (ii) presence of a number of wayleaves on the site, (iii) protection of
archaeological heritage, (iii) the provision of a variety of housing typologies, (iv) provision of open space and
adherence to land use zonings on the site and (v) the creation of a permeable network into and throughout the
site, the site layout plan put forward for permission has evolved, as well as taking into account feedback
received from both the Planning Authority and An Bord Pleanála at pre-application stage. The distribution of
housing typologies and variety in same and in building height creates a modern housing development, with
areas within the public realm all appropriately addressed and passively supervised. The layout also provides
for the proposed and existing open spaces to marry into each other thus creating a consolidated form of open
space, appropriately landscaped, that will be to the benefit of existing and future residents.
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Fig. 3 – Proposed Site Layout Plan now put forward for permission

The site by its nature, is split into the area at the site entrance (where the apartment building and creche are
located) and the remainder of the site which includes a mix of houses and duplex units. The area at the site
entrance acts as a marker to the development along the R394 road. The character of this area is defined by
the scale, mass and external treatment of the apartment / creche building and the external spaces. A range of
architectural treatments are employed within the development with specific elevational treatments in each area
to enhance their legibility, thus creating a sense of place. The apartment / creche building proposes distinctive
green panels along with white render, brick and a feature bond patterns. The feature brick bond patterns are
used across the scheme to tie the housing and duplex units back in with the apartment building - details of
which are provided in section 2.7 of the submitted Architectural Design Rationale – please refer to same.
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2.1.2 Permeability & Connectivity
Further consideration and/or justification of the documents as they relate to the permeability and connectivity
both across the R394, between the existing residential estates and throughout the site. In this regard further
consideration of the connectivity shall incorporates the provision of appropriate play facilities, landscaped
areas, boundary treatments and pedestrian/ cycle ways throughout the site clearly delineating public, semiprivate and private spaces, having regard to the requirements of Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets
(DMURS), the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments, Guidelines for Planning
Authorities’ (2020) and ‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban
Areas’ (2009). Further consideration of these and the following issues may require an amendment to the
documents and/or design proposals submitted to reflect the design solution to the movement of
pedestrian/cyclist across the R394 and the prioritisation of pedestrian/cycle activity within the subject site.
Response: The proposed development provides for a toucan crossing across the R394, which is included
in the red line of application. This proposal has been agreed in principle with the Planning Authority and a letter
of consent to propose same within this application issued by Westmeath County Council (dated 24th June
2022) which is enclosed. The proposed toucan crossing is detailed on the submitted Punch Consulting
Engineers “Proposed Roads Layout” drawing no. 0401 – please refer to same. Consent has also been received
from the Planning Authority to include a proposed bus stop outside of the site, along the R394, within the red
line application that the aforementioned letter refers to. The proposed works outside of the site will not impact
on any future road improvements works that may be carried out by the Local Authority as sufficient space is
afforded for same.
Punch Consulting Engineers has also prepared the submitted report titled “Movement & Connectivity and
Illustration of compliance with Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets 2019 & The National Cycle Manual
2011”. Section 6 of same (page 15) provides details of the proposed pedestrian and cycle environment,
asserting that there are existing cycle facilities along the adjacent R394, consisting of narrow cycle lanes within
the carriageway extents. The proposed development facilitates connection to and improved permeability with
these existing cycle lanes in advance of planned road improvement works being advanced by Westmeath
County Council. The development will create a cycleway (designed in compliance with the NCM) along
development’s north/south axis. Cyclists will utilise the roads within the site for development access with
subsequent dispersement to the wider road network. This interaction is illustrated in the proposals for an
indicative Toucan Crossing at the interface of the development and existing cycle network facilities, i.e. as per
the submitted Punch Consulting Engineers “Proposed Roads Layout” drawing no. 0401. Punch Consulting
Engineers state that at junctions between the local streets, uncontrolled pedestrian crossings have been
provided at regular strategic intervals to facilitate pedestrians and cyclists along key desire lines. Raised
pedestrian crossings and speed tables at junctions have been provided at other strategic points to provide
traffic calming effect through this vertical deflection.
The proposed development provides for dedicated pedestrian and cycle paths running in a north – south
direction, along the eastern boundary of the site, affording direct access from the R394 to the R393 and vice
versa. These paths traverse the part of the site that is zoned open space but will aid access into and out of
the site thus promoting sustainable modes of transport. In addition, the placement of paths on lands zoned
open space affords access to these spaces thus increasing their use and function for recreation.
The proposed development provides for paths that connect the proposed development to Rathgowan Park /
Rathgowan Wood which will assimilate the two developments together harmoniously. We note that Westmeath
County Council is currently in the process of taking-in-charge Rathgowan Wood/Rathgowan Park and as such
they have consented to the applicant submitting this application for permission which allows the applicant to
put forward the proposals for access and connections into Rathgowan Wood/Rathgowan Park – please refer
to the submitted letter of consent and associated map from Westmeath County Council dated 23rd June 2022.
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This application for permission is also accompanied by detailed landscaping proposals prepared by RMDA
Landscape Architects, which include play facilities, landscaping details and plans including boundary treatments
- please refer to same.
2.2

Additional Specific Information

2.2.1 The Opinion sets out 11 no. specific items of information that are to be submitted with the SHD planning
application. The Board considers that these items / information need to be addressed / included in the final
documentation submitted to the Board in order to ensure that the proposed development and supporting
documentation would constitute a reasonable basis for an application for strategic housing development.
2.2.2 Each of the 11 no. items raised within the Opinion are set out below, and a response is provided thereto,
referring to other documentation or sections within documents which provide a more detailed or technical
response where relevant.
Item 1
A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and finishes to the scheme including specific detailing
of finishes, the treatment of balconies in the apartment buildings, landscaped areas, pathways, entrances,
boundary treatment/s and retail/ crèche area. Particular regard should be had to the requirement to provide high
quality and sustainable finishes and details which seek to create a distinctive character for the development.
The documents should also have regard to the long-term management and maintenance of the proposed
development and a life cycle report for the apartments in accordance with section 6.3 of the Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2020).
Response:
BKD Architects have prepared the submitted Architectural Design Statement, which under section 2.7 of same
provide details of the materials to be applied to the proposed dwellings and creche. RMDA Landscape Architects
have prepared the submitted Landscape Rationale, with details of proposed road/street and car parking finishes
provided, along with details of proposed hard and soft landscaping treatment, boundary treatments etc. – please
refer to both of the aforementioned documents.
A Building Life Cycle report prepared by Armstrong Fenton Associates has also been prepared and is submitted
as a separate document – please refer to same.
Item 2
Submission of a Road Safety Audit.
Response:
A Stage 1 & 2 Road Safety Audit prepared by Brunton Consulting Engineers is submitted as part of this
application – please refer to same.
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Item 3
Submission of a Construction & Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) which includes the location of any
construction compound, and all remediation works following the removal of the compound.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted Construction & Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) prepared by Ayrton
Group.
Item 4
A statement DMURS compliance regarding permeability and connections with existing street network; hierarchy
of routes and street function; enclosure including building frontage, furniture and planting along streets; parking;
widths of carriageways and footpaths; pedestrian crossing points; and types of junctions and corner radii. The
internal road layout should require measures to avoid the use of parallel roads. The submitted documents should
demonstrate specific compliance with the particular stated provisions of DMURS. Generalised assertions
regarding principles are not sufficient.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted report prepared by Punch Consulting Engineers “Movement & Connectivity and
Illustration of compliance with Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets 2019 & The National Cycle Manual
2011”.
The submitted Landscape Rationale prepared by RMDA Landscape Architects also illustrates the roads
hierarchy and finishes – please refer to same.
Item 5
A zoning map which includes the land use zoning on the site with an overlay of the proposed development and
all associated infrastructure works.
Response:
BKD Architects have prepared the submitted drawing no. P-006 “Land Zoning & Infrastructure” - please refer to
same.
Item 6
A detailed phasing plan, including timing of delivery of the apartments, the communal and public open space
and any other works associated with the proposed development.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted BKD drawing no. P-004 “Proposed Construction Phases” and please also refer to
section 5.22 of the submitted Planning Statement prepared by Armstrong Fenton Associates for further details
of the proposed phasing of the development.
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Item 7
Relevant consents to carry out works on lands both within the red line and others which are not included within
the red-line boundary.
Response:
The proposed development provides for a toucan crossing across the R394, which is included in the red line
of application. This proposal has been agreed in principle with the Planning Authority and a letter of consent
to propose same within this application has been issued by Westmeath County Council (dated 24th June 2022)
which is enclosed. The proposed toucan crossing is detailed on the submitted Punch Consulting Engineers
“Proposed Roads Layout” drawing no. 0401 – please refer to same. Consent has also been received from the
Planning Authority to include a proposed bus stop outside of the site, along the R394, within the red line
application, that the aforementioned letter also refers to.
The proposed development provides for paths that connect the proposed development to Rathgowan Park /
Rathgowan Wood which will assimilate the two developments together harmoniously. We note that Westmeath
County Council is currently in the process of taking-in-charge Rathgowan Wood/Rathgowan Park and as such
they have consented to us to submitting this application for permission which allows the applicant to put forward
the proposals for access and connections into Rathgowan Wood/Rathgowan Park – please refer to the
submitted letter of consent and associated map from Westmeath County Council dated 23rd June 2022. It is
expected that by the time a decision is made regarding this application for permission, that Westmeath County
Council may have competed the taking-in-charge process.
Item 8
A drawing detailing all areas proposed for Taking in charge.
Response:
BKD Architects have prepared the submitted drawing no. P-005 “Taking In Charge” which illustrates the areas
that will be proposed to be takin in charge and areas that will be subject to a management company - please
refer to same.
Item 9
Submission of a Request a Mobility Management Plan.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted report “Mobility Management Plan” prepared by Punch Consulting Engineers.
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Item 10
A Sunlight/Daylight/Overshadowing analysis showing an acceptable level of residential amenity for future
occupiers and existing residents, which includes details on the standards achieved within the proposed
residential units, in private and shared open space, and in public areas within the development and in adjacent
properties. This report should address the full extent of requirements of BRE209/BS2011, as applicable.
Response:
Digital Dimensions has prepared the submitted “Daylight & Sunlight Assessments” of the proposed development
– please refer to same. The report assesses the impact of the proposed development for Daylight and Sunlight
on the neighbouring buildings and the quality of daylight and sunlight to within the proposed development.
In relation to impact on adjacent properties, the report asserts that there will be minimal impact to the daylight
and sunlight to the adjacent dwellings with no perceivable reduction in either daylight or sunlight. There will be
a minimal reduction in the sunlight to any of the adjacent amenity spaces. All areas assessed continue to meet
or exceed the recommendations of the BRE guidelines.
The report also asserts that in relation to the quality of the proposed development, the proposed apartments and
duplex units were assessed for daylight provision in accordance with BR209:2022 (third edition) and BS EN
17037:2018 and 98% of all habitable rooms exceed the minimum target levels for daylight provision. 95% of the
spaces meet the target levels for sunlight provision. The proposed amenity spaces will be bright and achieve
sunlight levels that exceed 2 hours sunlight over 50% of the amenity space on the 21st March. This meets the
recommendations of the BRE guidelines. The report also asserts that the proposed development meets the
recommendations of the BRE guidance document, Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight,
BR209:2022(third edition) and BS EN 17037 Daylight in Buildings. Please refer to the submitted report for
further details.
Item 11
The information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) of the Planning and Development
Regulations 2001-2018, unless it is proposed to submit an EIAR at application stage.
Response:
Enviroguide Consulting has prepared the submitted Environmental Impact Assessment Screening Report and
article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) Statement – please refer to same.
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3.0

Prescribed Bodies

3.1 Finally, the Board’s Opinion set out the statutory bodies to be notified of the making an application. A copy
of the current application will be sent to the prescribed bodies, as per Section 8(1) of the Planning and
Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, and identified by the Board as follows:
1.

Irish Water.

2.

Transport Infrastructure Ireland.

3.

National Transport Authority

4.

Westmeath County Childcare Committee

3.2 Prior to the submission of the application, each of the above named prescribed bodies were contacted
directly and asked if, given the Covid-19 pandemic and associated working restrictions related to same, if 1 no.
digital copy only of the application would be sufficient for their assessment of the application. It should be noted
that each of the prescribed bodies have been sent a softcopy of the application only (i.e. usb) as well as an email
link to the dedicated website set up for this application.
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